Disablot: Honoring Women & Charming the Plow
 Ancestral Majik & Preparations for Seed Work
by Arijah Ankh Khalid-Zyn

The Dísablót was the blót/sacrificial holiday which was held in honour of the female spirits or deities called dísir and the Valkyries, from pre-historic times until the christianization of Scandinavia. Its purpose was to enchant, enhance, and empower the coming planting season. It is mentioned in the books the Hervarar saga, Víga-Glúms saga, Egils saga and the Heimskringla. An annual fair called the Dist-ing still takes place in Uppsala, Sweden. The "ing" meaning gathering and less bloody than it's ancient forebear. ;)
Before the modern calendar, the Dísting was held on the third full moon after the new moon of the winter solstice, making it fall on March 7-10, 2023. In Sweden, this moon is called the Dísting Moon. This year, the Dísting market is scheduled for February 6 and 7th, 2023, at Vaksala Torg (Vaksala Square), in Uppsala. 
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"The Dísablót" by August Malmström
"The Dísablót appears to have been held during Winter Nights, or at the vernal equinox. In one version of Hervarar saga, there is a description of how the sacrifice was performed. Alfhildr, the daughter of king Alfr of Alfheim, was kidnapped by Starkad Aludreng while she was reddening a horgr with blood. This suggests that the rite was performed by women, especially in light of what is generally believed to be their nearly exclusive role as priestesses of the pagan Germanic religion. However, according to the Ynglinga saga part of the Heimskringla, the king of Sweden performed the rites, which was in accordance with his role as high priest of the Temple at Uppsala." (https://www.wikiwand.com/en/D%C3%ADsabl%C3%B3t)
 The mention of the Dísablót concerns the death of king Eadgils (Aðils, Adils) who died from falling off his horse while riding around the shrine:
"King Adils was at a Disa sacrifice; and as he rode around the Disa hall his horse Raven stumbled and fell, and the king was thrown forward upon his head, and his skull was split, and his brains dashed out against a stone. Adils died at Upsal, and was buried there in a mound. The Swedes called him a great king." (https://archive.org/details/in.ernet.dli.2015.507001/page/n57/mode/2up)
The number of references to the Disir ranging from the Merseburg Charms (https://www.wikiwand.com/en/Merseburg_charms) to many instances in Norse mythology indicate that they were considered vital deities to worship and that they were primary focus of prayers (charms) for luck against enemies in war.
What the Disiblot means for us
The day is multi-faceted. If you're of Scandanavian or Germanic faith or family, then it's a cultural connection to land and ancestors. It's a celebration of the strength, wisdom, and skills of the women in our families, and gives due respect to their contributions, no matter your heritage or beleif. "We are, because they lived."
It is also a ritual of preparation and majik. Gardeners and farmers would place charms and blessings on their fields and tools, to empower them to bring forth good growth. Such charms are often in the form of hex signs and runic inscriptions, as well as wyrds/words said as to enchant the thing that requires it. 
Metaphorically, the "garden", the 'field" and the "tools" can be anything that you want to empower -to bring forth success, growth, production, and value. The mother/woman/creation aspect of "in the belly", is to make fertile the land or situation, empower the tools that will aid in the work, and bring forth the life/being/situation you desire.
As a pre-celebration or a concurrent celebration of Imbolc to the Pagans, it adds an ancestral bit to modern workings (if you're not doing that already).
For us, as Veshigi and spiritual atheists, it's not a religious act, but one of practicality, honor, preparation, reflection, and respect.  It fits squarely between the ZOON workings from January's New Moon in Aquarius to February's Full Moon in Pisces, and aligns powerfully with our own Seed Workings.
The Disablot is a "blood majik", not in modern regard to any ancient blood sacrifices, but because our link to the ancestors is in our own blood. Our own DNA. the word blot itself does translate as "blood". The blót itself celebrates the spirits of our ancestors, and dísir -who are believed to be the female spirits, guides, and protectors of the home.
Majikal Suggestions  
You can ritual up anything you want in regard to ancestor work. Everyone has their own way. These suggestions are meant to be additions and/or alternatives to any personal work. 
Scrapbooking
"We honor the past, by honoring the future" and the planting of trees we'll never sit beneath or eat the fruits of, is an act of love. Our "May They at Long Last" chant is a connection and reminder of this: 
"Be they now mindful of it or have yet come to know it, may those of our vein find us in comfort or in need, for morsel or meal, may they find warmth at our fires, full bellies at our tables, and laughter and comfort in our words. May they, at long last, find their roots and answer to the voice that beckons throughout time, beyond death, and from the blood itself." 
A scrapbook, is like a tree. It holds memories, and photos, and documents how we do, or how we did. It's a gift to ourselves so that we may have a window into our own memories. It is a gift to the future because it gives information, and helps our future descendants know who we were, to give them roots, and know family.
Now is a good time to start a scrapbook. 
Create a Candlemass
A candlemass is any gathering of candles into one place to do a function. It is a time of the year for many (February 2nd for Christians), but an object to us. A candlemass is just that...a mass or gathering of candles.  
On disablot, light a candle as a symbol of the renewal of Spring, as the light warms the earth and brings forth the growth. We are the growth and the future our ancestors sought to protect. Add many candles if you want, 1 each for the women in your life that have inspired you or you feel deserve special honor. 1 special candle for all of them. Place photos of the women in the family, in the past, in the present, on a nice table. 
Photobooks and Family Trees
Another way to honor the past, present and future, is with photobooks and family trees.  If placing a bunch of candles and photos around you isn't something that works for you, you can always print out photos and place them in an album. Give names, dates and little stories to go with. 
Plant/Prepare an Honor Garden  
A memorial garden, ancestral garden, blood labyrinth or whatever you want to call it, is a nice place to set up for yourself. After all, you are an ancestor to someone too, and there is nothing wrong with honoring your own existence! Do nice things for yourself, but also, remember those who came before and those who will come after. The garden gives you joy and functions as a place to do ancestor work (blood majik). Make it as eleborate or as small as you want. This full moon, plant a seed for yourself, and plant an extra one for your ancestors. :)
"Blood Labyrinth" that caught your eye, didn't it? It's building a walking course, like a pathway or labyrinth into your garden, as a place to commune with (speak to) your ancestors. A place to get some steps in, and do contemplations and majikal work.    
Create or Employ a Hex Sign
If you haven't taken my Hex Signs: An Introduction to Appalchian Hexerei class or read the book, no worries! You can still get the book, AND I'm throwing one of my Hex Signs at you for you to use for this work if you like. <3
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This one empowers with the symbolism of grain, vine, and blood. Grain is represented with the wheat and corn, vines are the loopy things, and of course, blood is the drops seen at the corners. Yes, it does hearken back to ancient times when blood was spilled into the fields, but it is also the connection of our ancestors to us, and from us to our future, and of our connection to the land itself. Don't like the concept of blood drops? Make em blue and call it rain. ;) It is an original Hex Sign, by me, so no commercial use, ok?
Making your own hex sign is easy. Think, feel, connect...and then make the thing with your own symbols of connection and power.  

More Symbolism
If you're looking for Scandanavian deities or thought-forms, a few are Thor for good harvest, and prosperity, (Thor and Sif together for good health), Odin for strnegth, courage and victory, Freyr for fertility, love, and growth.
Binrunes or symbinds can be created and worn on talismans, and engraved on garden posts on other items to be displayed around the house (mainly kitchen and gathering spots).
Sumbols of what you need and desire around you during any working, and present for the remainder of the time you feel is necessary.
Hope this was of service! As always, if you have any concerns, questions, or suggestions, kindly drop me a message!
Sincerely, 
Ari (Mama Raven)
 


      

